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FORMATION EVALUATION

Machine learning for predicting stochastic fluid and
mineral volumes in complex unconventional reservoirs
A machine learning workflow
can quickly, and accurately,
predict mineralogy, porosity
and saturation in multiple
wells to better understand
productive layers in
unconventional oil reservoirs.
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Determination of mineralogy is a critical step in the petrophysical analysis of
many types of reservoirs. Changes in volumes of minerals indicate changes in geological deposition, diagenesis, reservoir
quality and brittleness.
Particularly in shale plays, success depends on selecting leases, based on identification of hydrocarbons-in-place within
potentially productive layers. Potentially
productive layers in a shale play are defined as layers that are sufficiently brittle to
respond to hydraulic fracture treatments. A
layer’s brittleness is determined predominately by its relative mineral ratios, with arenites identified as more brittle, while clay
and most calcites are identified as ductile.
This methodology of predicting percent
brittleness utilizes the ratio of brittle minerals to total mineral volume. This method
requires understanding the volume of clay,
arenites, calcite, kerogen and heavy minerals, such as pyrite, that are present.
Precise determination of porosity and
saturation is also needed for accurate
hydrocarbons-in-place calculations. In unconventional reservoirs, the presence of
less common minerals, such as kerogen
and pyrite, makes it more difficult to calculate mineral and fluid volumes in these
complex lithologies. Mineral volumes and
porosity in these types of rocks are typically determined using core data or estimated
with stochastic methods known as statistical mineral analysis, which works quite

well when using a decent set of wireline
logs. Difficulty arises when older boreholes are present in the area of interest, and
the log curve data required for sophisticated interpretations are not available.
PETRO ANALYSIS

The following oil shale case study aims
to demonstrate how machine learning
models—aided by Python programming
extensions using the machine learning
ecosystem of CGG GeoSoftware’s PowerLog petrophysical interpretation technology—can quickly produce high-quality
well log interpretations, including mineral
volumes in complex lithologies, for a large
number of wells. In this context, for accurate estimates of rock mineral volumes,
we propose an effective method, using a

supervised random forest regressor and
PowerLog StatMin. This was applied, using tools available in the PowerLog machine learning ecosystem and data stored
in a database.
The training datasets use StatMin, a stochastic analysis module in PowerLog, to
determine volumes of fluids and minerals,
using statistical methods for petrophysical
analysis of difficult formations. Porosity,
water saturation and complex mineral volumes are valuable outputs often obtained
from StatMin. These are the petrophysical
parameters needed to train the model.
Methodology. The method begins by

taking a few modern wells with good
curve coverage and creating a solid statistical model using statistical mineral analy-

Fig. 1. Representative display of the input curves used in the statistical modeling and
regressive analysis.
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sis methods, such as StatMin in this case.
These wells are then used as control wells
to create the machine learning model to
predict the mineral and fluid volumes for
other boreholes that have a more limited
set of curve data. Porosity and saturation
values are encoded in the resolved fluid volumes. This workflow also could apply with
core analysis to create the known mineral
distributions. The method was validated
using seven wells from the oil shale field:
• The supervised machine learning
model was trained with only three
of the available wells, while the
remaining four wells were used as

blind test wells for establishing the
model’s accuracy.
• To establish a reference, we
performed stochastic modeling
on all seven wells, using StatMin.
Curves used as feature inputs to the
regressor were gamma ray (GR),
bulk density (RHOB), neutron
porosity (NPHI), deep induction
(ILD), and photoelectric capture
cross section (PEF).
This article addresses the ability to accurately predict StatMin results, using our
machine learning method, even when a
photoelectric effect (PE) measurement is

Fig. 2. Cross-plot demonstrates strong correlation of modeled kerogen to statistical
kerogen for blind wells.

Fig. 3. Stochastic modeling results compared with machine learning results on a blind
test well.

not available for all predicted wells. Curves
used to train the machine learning regressor are GR, RHOB, NPHI, and ILD, measurements common to wells drilled after
1980. Modeled minerals are quartz (sand),
calcite (lime), illite (clay), pyrite, and kerogen. Bulk volume water and bulk volume
hydrocarbons are also estimated.
Building the stochastic model. To

compare results from the machine learning model with results from the stochastic
model in blind wells, the StatMin model
was computed for all seven wells in the
study, although only three wells were involved in creating the machine learning
model. The remaining four wells not used
in training comprised the blind well group.
Existing log data for the seven wells are of
high quality. Figure 1 shows curve data for
one of the model wells.
Results from statistical computation
of mineral and fluid volumes from StatMin were used in creating the machine
learning predictive models. The StatMin
process uses error minimization forward
modeling from known log responses to
minerals and fluids to generate volumes of
selected minerals and fluids. A main matrix
of parameters is used in the analysis of the
seven oil shale wells, both the model and
the blind test boreholes. The “U” curve in
the matrix is the photoelectric adsorption
coefficient, calculated from the PE curve,
and is a critical factor in determining mineralogy in statistical mineralogy. This PE
curve is a modern curve and often not
available when analyzing older boreholes.
It is important to note that the machine
learning models were constructed without
using the PE curve. The machine learning
method enables evaluation of many older
wells not feasible in StatMin, due to lack of
PE measurement.
Machine learning analysis. The next

step in the process used the three selected
wells to train the supervised regressor and
predict the minerals and volumes on the
remaining wells. We trained the model
by selecting independent feature vectors
including density, gamma ray, deep resistivity, and neutron curves for predicting
each mineral type and fluid volume output
from StatMin. Predicted volumes from
each method were quite similar and very
close to volumes and fluids in the control
wells. A cross-plot compares modeled kerogen to statistical kerogen volume for the
four blind wells, Fig. 2.
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Cross-correlation results between
modeled mineral and fluid volumes were
as good as, or better than, the match between statistical kerogen and machine
learning kerogen. Kerogen was chosen as
the example, as it is a critical mineral when
evaluating unconventional reservoirs and
is one of the lower-volume minerals, where
any prediction errors would be magnified.
Models for each of the minerals and fluids
were generated and applied to the blind
test wells. The display in Fig. 3 compares
StatMin results with the predicted results.
Visual examination of the log plot demonstrates solid agreement between results
from PowerLog StatMin and machine
learning-generated results.
CONCLUSION

It is a common situation when evaluating an established field to have widely
disparate data types for each well. Often a
few wells in the field are modern and have
sophisticated interpretation, providing a
high-quality volumetric analysis of fluids
and minerals. Occasionally, electron capture spectroscopy tools are available that
accurately measure elemental concentra-

tions and provide solid mineral volumes.
Extensive core data are also valuable in
analyzing complex formations to better
understand lithological composition.
This case study demonstrates the value
of using high-technology interpretations
to build machine learning models with
available high-quality log data. We have
demonstrated that machine learning models can accurately predict mineralogy, porosity and saturation in unconventional
reservoirs. This brings clearer understanding of productive intervals, enabling operators to maximize field-wide potential.
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